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abstract
The experience of animals in their natal or larval habitats has long been considered a potential
source of variation in the habitat choices made later during dispersal. This idea has been of particular
interest to evolutionary biologists because of the role such variation plays in the formation of host races
and species. However, experiments that have tested for the effect of natal experience on habitat choice
have produced widely variable results, leading to disagreement about the ecological importance of these
effects. Here, I review the results of experiments within a broad range of animal taxa to assess the
potential sources of variation in observed effects of natal experience on habitat choice. I provide a
comprehensive summary of previous studies and demonstrate that when natal experience influences
habitat choice, it nearly always increases the acceptance of the natal habitat type. Furthermore, I
discuss mechanisms that allow natal experience to affect later habitat choice and describe how these
mechanisms are influenced by various experimental design elements, such as the life stage at which
early experience is provided to subjects. I conclude by reviewing the adaptive hypotheses for why
animals might or might not respond to natal experience, and also how these hypotheses might explain
interspecific differences in the importance of natal experience during habitat selection decisions. By
understanding in what species, and in which contexts, experience influences habitat selection, we will
be able to predict the ecological and evolutionary consequences of these effects more accurately.

Introduction
N A BROAD RANGE of animal species,
experience in the natal habitat (i.e., the
habitat or host in which an animal is
placed by its mother) affects an individual’s likelihood of accepting a similar habitat or host during dispersal (Immelmann

I

1975; Davis and Stamps 2004). Because this
effect can produce intra-population variation in habitat and host choices, it has long
held the interest of entomologists interested
in the formation of host races (Walsh 1864;
Hopkins 1917), ethologists interested in behavioral development (Thorpe and Jones
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1937; Immelmann 1975), and evolutionary
biologists interested in the maintenance of
genetic variation (Hedrick et al. 1976; Taylor
1976; Hedrick 1990) and sympatric speciation (Maynard Smith 1966; Beltman et al.
2004). Furthermore, such effects hold implications for conservation efforts (Stamps and
Swaisgood 2007) and pest management (Solarz and Newman 2001; McCall and Kelly
2002; Rietdorf and Steidle 2002; Gandolfi et
al. 2003).
Although scientists recognize that the influence of natal experience on habitat and
host selection has many potential consequences, empirical studies on this effect
yield widely variable results, thus leaving its
actual ecological importance unclear (Van
Emden et al. 1996; Barron 2001). In a previous paper, I demonstrated that statistically significant natal experience effects
have been observed across a broad taxonomic range of species (Davis and Stamps
2004). However, researchers studying different taxonomic groups have different
views about the importance of these effects. Building upon Thorpe’s (1937; 1938;
1939) research, scientists have used parasitoid wasps to explore the role of learning
in effective biological control (Turlings et
al. 1989; Gandolfi et al. 2003). Meanwhile,
butterfly ecologists often assume that experience prior to adult dispersal need not be
considered a source of host choice variation (e.g., Hanski and Singer 2001; Forister
2004; but see Bossart and Scriber 1999), as
early studies on butterflies demonstrated
no effect of the larval host on the oviposition decisions of adults (Wiklund 1974; Tabashnik et al. 1981).
My goal in this review is to describe patterns of variation seen in published results on natal experience effects and to
explore the extent to which this variation
may be due to methodological differences
between studies, the nature of the taxonomic groups studied, or species-level differences in the adaptive value of responding to natal experience. First, I will explain
the methods that I used to compile data on
natal experience effects, and I will discuss
the general patterns I observed. I will then
describe the mechanisms by which the na-
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tal habitat can influence the choices of
dispersing animals and test hypotheses
about how experimental designs differ in
their ability to detect the effects of each of
these mechanisms. Finally, I will review and
test adaptive hypotheses introduced in previous papers (Stamps and Davis 2006; Davis
2007) about why natal experience affects habitat preferences and which species should be
most influenced by this type of experience. My
hope is that this synthesis will assist researchers
as they develop hypotheses about when and in
which species natal experience effects are likely
to be observed, design experiments by which
to test those hypotheses, and predict how natal
experience effects may influence the evolution
and ecology of different species.
I. Reviewing the Literature
data collection
The studies discussed in this review are
drawn from the most exhaustive literature
search to date for studies on the effect of
natal experience on habitat choice. Data
were collected by searching ISI Web of Science with keywords including “experience
and preference,” “experience and choice,”
“preference induction,” “habitat imprinting,” “Hopkins’s host selection principle,”
and “pre-imaginal conditioning.” In order
to gather the greatest amount of data possible, I collected additional papers that
were not found in the web search but that
were cited by studies contained therein.
This final step may have created some bias,
but it is my impression that because many
of the papers were written in the context of
the debate about whether or not natal experience plays a role in shaping habitat
preferences, authors frequently cited papers both with and without statistically significant effects of natal experience.
A typical test for the effect of natal experience on habitat choice involves dividing subadult subjects (e.g., eggs, larvae, or
pupae in insect studies, nestlings or fledglings in bird studies) into treatment groups
that will develop in different habitats or
hosts. When the subjects reach dispersal
age, behaviors associated with habitat or
host choice are tested. Experiments in the
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studies I surveyed varied in their specific
methods, and in order to be included in
the accompanying tables (available online
at The Quarterly Review of Biology homepage,
www.journals.uchicago.edu/QRB) and analysis, four methodological criteria needed to
be met:
1. Natal experience: The study had to
specifically explore the effect of predispersal experience. The processes that allow postdispersal experiences to influence
habitat choice may also occur in the natal
habitat, but it is possible that the effect of
experience in the natal habitat is unique in
magnitude and/or direction. Therefore,
experience treatments had to be provided
to subjects at a life stage during which, if in
the wild, they would still be in the habitat
in which their parents placed them (i.e., in
their natal habitat). For example, although
much insight has been gained through experiments on early experience in Drosophila, many of these studies were excluded
from my analysis because the subjects were
provided with experience for three or more
days after adults emerged from pupae (e.g.,
Jaenike 1982; Hoffmann and Turelli 1985;
Taylor 1986; Cadieu et al. 1999), thus conflicting with some observations that suggest
that they leave their natal fruit within 24
hours of emergence (Hoffmann 1988).
2. Genetic differences controlled: The
study had to control for genetic differences
that might have contributed to differences
in habitat and host choice. Several field
studies that indicated that natal experience
plays a role in the habitat choice and dispersal patterns of mammal subpopulations
were excluded because of the possibility that
genetic differences were responsible for the
observed differences in habitat choice (e.g.,
Haughland and Larsen 2004a,b; Sacks et al.
2004; Mabry and Stamps 2008). Similarly,
studies in which animals were reared for several generations in alternate habitat types
before choice was tested were excluded, as it
is possible that these treatments resulted in
selection for preferences. One exception
that is included in the table of studies (Table
1, available online at The Quarterly Review
of Biology homepage, www.journals.uchicago
.edu/QRB) is a study on aphids by Lushai et
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al. (1997). I included this study in the table
because the clonal lines of aphids that were
reared for multiple generations on different
host plants were unlikely to respond to selection. However, I excluded the results from
analysis, because differences in behavior could
have accumulated as a result of maternal effects.
3. Postdispersal choice: The habitat
choice of subjects must have been tested at
an age during which the animal is likely
to disperse from its natal habitat in the
wild. At this age, the choices individuals
make will usually determine the habitat
or hosts in which their offspring develop.
Thus, classic studies on visual and olfactory “imprinting” in frog tadpoles (Wiens
1970; Hepper and Waldman 1992) were
excluded from my analysis. Similarly, studies on how larval preferences are influenced by earlier larval experience were
also not included. Finally, for eusocial insects, I only considered reproductives capable
of dispersal, and, although there are a number
of studies demonstrating a strong effect of early
experience on nest choice in ants (Jaisson
1980; Dejean 1990; Djieto-Lordon and Dejean
1999a,b), these were only included when the
choices of winged females rather than workers
were tested.
4. Habitat or host choice: Experiments
had to test habitat or host choice. This specifically excludes experiments on food
choice (e.g., Burghardt and Hess 1966; Phillips 1977; Cassidy 1978; Provenza and Balph
1988; Desbuquois and Daguzan 1995; Vargas
and Anderson 1996) but includes all cases
where the animal’s choice will likely affect its
mate choice or where its offspring will develop. When results for male and female
choices were presented separately, for simplicity, I only used the results from females.
effect size calculations
Standardized effect sizes of natal experience on habitat choice were calculated
from data provided in the text, tables, and
graphs of the collected studies. When data
were only available in graphical form, I
used the free-ware program Data Thief III,
version 1.0 (www.datathief.org), to collect
quantitative measures of response. Experi-
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mental results were reported as means and
standard deviations, or as proportions. In order to include both types of data in the analysis, I calculated correlation coefficients using the equations provided in Rosenberg et
al. (2000). Because the sampling distribution
of correlation coefficients is non-normal, I
converted coefficients to the normally distributed Fisher’s z for analysis.
I also recorded whether or not the observed effect was statistically significant. Several studies did not make the appropriate
statistical comparisons. In these situations, I
used available data to directly compare the
responses of each treatment group (using
t-tests or chi-square tests), and I then determined whether the effect of the natal experience treatment was statistically significant.
In some cases, not enough information was
provided for me to calculate effect sizes or
statistical significance without risking the use
of pseudo-replicated data (Hovanitz 1969;
Kaur et al. 2003). These studies are included
in the tables of studies (Tables 1 and 2) but
were not used in analyses.
Habitat choices were tested with either
one- or no-choice tests, in which dispersers
are presented with a single habitat or cue, or
with two- or multiple-choice tests, in which
subjects choose between two or more habitats. Two-choice experiments are largely influenced by the subject’s relative attraction
to the offered habitats (i.e., its preference).
One-choice tests, however, are influenced
both by the subject’s preferences and by its
selectivity or choosiness (Singer et al. 1992;
Stamps and Davis 2006; Davis 2007). Because
these two types of experiments potentially
measure different components of habitat
choice behavior, their results were analyzed
and presented separately.
Multiple-choice tests of habitat choice:
Choices made in multiple-choice tests were
assumed to reflect the subjects’ preferences from among the offered habitats.
Data were available for 155 multiple-choice
tests from 61 articles on 66 species. I was
able to calculate Fisher’s z values for 130
tests. Most experiments offered only two
habitat types at a time. When subjects were
offered more than two choices, I either
re-categorized the multiple choices into
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two choices (e.g., by regrouping four humidity levels into two levels— high and low
[Steidle and Reinhard 2003]), or I removed less ecologically relevant choices
from consideration (e.g., by using the preference scores for pine vs. leafy perches
when pine, leafy, and plastic perches were
offered as choices [Glück 1984]).
For two-choice studies, I calculated a
“rate difference” effect size, !e, in addition
to z values, thus allowing for easy interpretation of preference results. In this context, !e " px!x – px!y, where x and y are the
offered habitats and px!y is the proportion
of individuals selecting habitat x, the mean
proportion of time spent near habitat x, or
the mean proportion of eggs laid in habitat
x, when the subjects have natal experience
with habitat y (Turelli et al. 1984). The
standard errors of !e were calculated using
the standard deviations of px!x and px!y
(Turelli et al. 1984; Rosenberg et al. 2000).
One-choice tests of habitat choice: I collected data from 94 one-choice experiments, documented in 22 articles on 20
species. The studies discussed in a large
majority of these articles (17) were conducted on parasitoid wasps. One-choice
tests are conducted with a variety of response variables; therefore, only Fisher’s z
values were useful for quantifying the comparative effect of the natal habitat on later
habitat choice (Rosenberg et al. 2000).
The raw response values and their units of
measurement are provided in Table 2
(available online at The Quarterly Review of
Biology homepage, www.journals.uchicago
.edu/QRB) to illustrate the context of
each experiment.
When interpreting the results of onechoice tests, the effect of experience treatments on an individual’s activity level and/or
on the likelihood that the individual will approach a cue (i.e., the individual’s overall
responsiveness) must be considered. For example, a study on the parasitoid wasp Diaeretiella rapa demonstrated that wasps reared in
collard green-reared hosts were more responsive to collard odors than wasps reared
in potato-reared hosts (Sheehan and Shelton
1989), thus suggesting an effect of natal experience on preference. However, the col-
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lard treatment wasps also responded more
strongly to potato cues. Therefore, most of
the effect that natal experience had on the
wasps’ response to collard green odor can be
explained by an increased overall responsiveness to general plant cues. This may reflect
differences in selectivity, which would potentially affect the choices that the wasps would
make in the wild (Stamps et al. 2005). However, it may also reflect differences in the
length of a refractory period (Stamps et al.
2007) during which individuals will not accept any habitat. Differences in the lengths
of refractory periods will not necessarily influence the types of habitats that animals
choose in the wild. Therefore, when possible, the effect of natal experience on habitat
choice is best measured as the strength of
the statistical interaction between the natal
experience and the habitat offered.
Because of the potential for increased
overall responsiveness and increased responsiveness to the natal habitat to be confounded, two forms of Fisher’s z were calculated from one-choice data. The first
effect size, zm, reflects the strength of the
main effect of natal experience on responsiveness to a single habitat or cue and generally
does not control for the possible effect of natal
experience on increased overall responsiveness
to general host or habitat cues. I calculated zm
scores from t- or chi-square statistics representing the effect of experience on the response to
a given habitat. The index, zm, was calculated
for 90 of the experiments.
The second index, zi, is the effect size of
the interaction between the natal habitat
and the habitat or cue offered. Thus, values of zi will be largest when individuals
show a strong response when presented
with natal habitat cues, but a weak response when presented with other habitat
cues. For studies that used proportional
data, I conducted a logit-loglinear analysis,
with the proportion of subjects responding
to cues as the dependent variable and natal
experience and the cue offered as independent variables. The normal deviation
of the parameter estimate for the interaction between experience and cue offered
was first converted to a correlation coefficient and then converted to a zi score. For
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studies that used continuous response variables, I used the means and standard deviations to calculate, using an ANOVA, the
F-value for the interaction between experience and cue offered. The F-value was converted to a correlation coefficient, r, and
then to a Fisher’s z-score (Rosenberg et al.
2000). I was only able to calculate zi scores
for 16 studies.
analysis of effect sizes
Using Fisher’s z as the effect size and
1/(N-3) (where N is the total sample size
for the experiment) as the sampling variance, I calculated the cumulative effect
size and heterogeneity statistics and, using
MetaWin 2.0 (Rosenberg et al. 2000),
tested for the role of several methodological variables using fixed effect models.
When testing predictions about taxonomic
differences, I calculated the cumulative effect size for each species by averaging the
scores for each experiment on that species,
weighted by the reciprocal of the sampling
variance for that experiment (Rosenberg
et al. 2000). These cumulative effect sizes
(hereafter, “species means”) were treated
as estimates of the true effect size for each
species and were analyzed with parametric
statistics (SPSS 15.0).
As with any literature review, the magnitude of an effect may be slightly biased
upwards as a consequence of the “filedrawer effect,” in which nonsignificant results are left unpublished (Gurevitch and
Hedges 1999). For example, the data presented on Papilio polyxenes were left unpublished for nearly 20 years before they were
paired with another study on host choice
that demonstrated a statistically significant
effect (Heinz and Feeny 2005). A negative
correlation between effect size and the
sample size of the experiment indicates
that experiments with small sample sizes
are only published if they reveal large effect
sizes (Begg and Mazumdar 1994). Among
multiple-choice experiments, I found a small
negative correlation between these values
(rS " -0.20, p " 0.02). However, I also
calculated Rosenthal’s fail safe number
(Rosenberg et al. 2000)—an estimate of
the number of nonsignificant studies that
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would need to be sitting in file drawers in
order to change the generally positive effects of natal experience observed here to
nonsignificance. This number is estimated
to be 18,004. Rosenthal’s fail safe number
is usually tested against the critical value 5k
#10, where k equals the number of studies
currently in the meta-analysis (Rosenthal
1979). The critical value for this study is,
thus, 660. Therefore, while the cumulative
effect sizes reported here may be slightly
inflated, the general pattern of increased
response to natal experience is not due to
publication bias.
Publication bias among one-choice tests
appears to be a larger problem than in multiple-choice tests. There is a relatively strong
negative correlation between the zm effect
size and sample size (rS " -0.45, p $0.0001;
Rosenthal’s fail safe " 9682, critical value "
460). On the other hand, among studies for
which zi could be calculated, there is no correlation between the zi effect size and sample
size (rS " 0.02, p " 0.93; Rosenthal’s fail safe
%109, critical value " 90).
general patterns
Multiple-Choice Tests
Table 1 presents the results from multiplechoice studies on 66 species. The cumulative effect size across all experiments for
which z scores could be calculated is 0.26
(95% CI " 0.24-0.29, k " 130). This corresponds to a correlation coefficient of 0.26,
implying that, on average, natal experience treatments have only a weak effect on
preference. However, there is a great deal
of heterogeneity among studies in the size
of the effect (QT " 586.46, df " 125, p
$0.0001). Furthermore, the average species mean effect size, which weights the
effects observed in each species equally, is
slightly larger (z " 0.35, CI " 0.35-0.55, r "
0.33). This difference is most likely due to
the fact that when species were studied
multiple times, a subset of experiments was
designed to exclude the mechanisms that
allow natal experience to affect choices
(Table 1).
Most multiple-choice studies were conducted using birds or insects. The mean z
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Figure 1. Distribution of the Magnitude of
Natal Experience Effects on Habitat
Choice
Histogram of observed values of !e, illustrating the
proportion of individuals choosing habitat x over y
when reared in x minus the proportion of individuals
choosing habitat x over y when reared in y, based on
the results of multiple-choice tests of the effect of
natal experience on habitat choice. Dark gray bars
represent statistically significant effects of experience.
Light gray bars represent effect sizes not significantly
different from 0.

for bird species is 0.52, while the mean z
for insects is 0.28 (Figure 1). This difference is marginally significant (t " 1.96,
df " 46, p " 0.054). Because most studies
conducted with birds have small sample
sizes and, therefore, are less likely to be
published when effect sizes are small, this
taxonomic difference could be due to publication bias. However, among studies on
birds, there is no evidence of additional
publication bias (correlation between sample size and effect size: rS " -0.16, p "
0.56). This taxonomic difference is therefore more likely due to either real differences between insects and birds in the importance of natal experience on habitat
preference or methodological differences
in the way they are tested, as I will discuss
below.
I also compared the effect sizes seen in
different insect orders. Surprisingly, there
was little difference among the most commonly studied insect orders (average species
means: Lepidoptera: 0.21, Diptera: 0.32, Hymenoptera: 0.18; F " 0.605, df " 2.28, p "
0.55). The view among lepidopterists that
natal experience does not affect host choice
may be specifically derived from studies on
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butterflies that demonstrate a significantly
smaller effect of natal experience than that
in moths (butterfly species means: 0.08,
moth species mean: 0.31; F " 4.76, df " 1.10,
p " 0.05). This difference, however, may also
result from methodological effects.
One-Choice Tests
The mean zm across all experiments is
0.20 (CI " 0.17-0.23), and the mean zi is
0.21 (CI " 0.14-0.27). Thus, the magnitude
of the observed effect in one-choice tests
appears to be smaller than in multiplechoice tests. Once again, there is a great
deal of heterogeneity among effect sizes
(zm: QT " 851.24, df " 88, p $0.0001; zi: QT
" 38.08, df " 16, p " 0.0015). The average
species mean zm is 0.32 (CI " 0.15-0.49),
and the average species mean zi is 0.17
(CI " 0.06-0.28). There are not enough
nonparasitoid studies conducted with onechoice tests for a comparison of taxonomic
groups.
summary of results
In both one- and multiple-choice tests,
the mean effect of natal experience is a
slight but significant increase in acceptance of the natal habitat. In both types of
experiments, there is a great deal of heterogeneity among effect sizes. Some of this
variation may be due to methodological
differences among studies, as I will discuss
in the following section. Furthermore, the
median effect sizes in both types of tests
are smaller than the mean effect sizes
(multiple-choice average species mean "
0.35, median species mean " 0.27; onechoice average species mean " 0.32, median species mean " 0.18). Thus, the distribution of effect sizes is skewed to the
right (Figure 2), indicating that, despite
the small effect it may have on the habitat
choices of most species, much of the individual variation in choice among other species is in fact due to natal experience (e.g.,
Payne et al. 2000). In the third section of
this review, I will discuss some of the adaptive hypotheses for why experience tends
to increase preferences for natal cues, and
why the magnitude of this effect is very

Figure 2. Average Effect Sizes Observed in
Experiments on the Effect of natal
Experience on Habitat Choice in
Bird and Insect Species
Effect sizes were calculated using Fisher’s z analysis.
Values were determined by calculating a weighted
mean z for each species (weight " 1/sampling variance) and by averaging across species. In insect studies, species means were calculated for all studies (gray
bar), for studies in which experience was provided
after emergence from the pupa (black bar), and for
studies in which experience was limited to the larval
phase (white bar). Bars represent standard errors.

large for some species but small in most
others.
II. How Natal Experience Influences
Habitat and Host Choice
The most commonly discussed mechanism by which natal experience influences
habitat choice is a learned increase in preference for cues experienced in the natal
habitat. However, a thorough review of the
literature reveals at least three distinct
mechanisms by which experience in the
natal habitat can influence the choices animals make during dispersal. In this section, I will review these three mechanisms
and discuss how the specific methods used
to conduct studies, such as how and when
animals are exposed to natal habitats and
how choices are measured, can determine
whether a particular mechanism can affect
the choices of experimental subjects.
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selectivity in one-choice tests
Animals in poor physiological condition
and/or under tighter time constraints are
generally less selective when choosing resources or mates (e.g., Thomas et al. 1998;
Moore and Moore 2001; Barton Browne and
Withers 2002; Baker 2004). Thus, a potentially common mechanism by which natal
habitat can influence later habitat choice is
by influencing the physiological condition of
dispersers (Stamps and Davis 2006). Individuals dispersing from low-quality habitats may
often be in poor physiological condition
and, in turn, less selective (i.e., more willing
to accept similarly low-quality habitats) than
individuals from high-quality habitats. Three
one-choice studies presented in Table 2 (available online at The Quarterly Review of Biology
homepage, www.journals.uchicago.edu/QRB)
describe the effect of the natal host on the
subject’s condition (size or starvation resistance) (Bjorksten and Hoffmann 1998b; Vos
and Vet 2004; Davis 2007). In all three of these
studies, individuals reared in hosts or habitats
that left them in poor condition demonstrated
reduced selectivity.
In multiple-choice tests, individuals should
typically select the more preferred of the offered habitats, thus masking any differences in
selectivity between treatment groups. Therefore, this mechanism will play a larger role
when subjects are tested in one-choice tests.
Furthermore, the degree to which experience
treatments influence the physiological condition of subjects should affect the extent to
which individuals from different treatments
differ in their selectivity.
plasticity and habitat-specific
performance
Experience in the natal habitat can result in the development of traits well-suited
to life in the natal habitat type, but poorly
suited to non-natal habitats. When this occurs, individuals may have positive experiences in their natal habitat type and less
positive experiences in non-natal habitats.
Consequently, individuals may ultimately
settle in habitats most similar to their natal
habitat, regardless of what their preferences might have been upon dispersal. For
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example, the size of the parasitoid wasp
Pachycrepoideus vindemiae is strongly influenced by the size of the host (a fly pupa) in
which it developed as a larva. As a result,
individuals reared on large pupae (Musca
domestica) are better at handling large pupae during oviposition than they are at
handling small pupae (Drosophila melanogaster), and vice versa (Morris and Fellowes
2002). The experience of emerging from a
Musca pupa does not immediately increase
the wasp’s attraction to Musca pupae (Table 1, available online at The Quarterly Review of Biology homepage, www.journals
.uchicago.edu/QRB). Instead, because of
their increased efficiency at attacking large
pupae, after a single experience ovipositing in Musca, large wasps become more
likely to attack that species again. On the
other hand, small wasps, such as those
reared on Drosophila pupae, do not become
more likely to attack Musca after oviposition experience with that species. The direct influence of plastic traits on how individuals assess different habitats or hosts is
rarely discussed, but it may be a common
mechanism by which natal experience affects habitat choice.
This mechanism will only be observed if
phenotypic differences can develop between
treatment groups. For instance, feeding on a
plant may trigger an up-regulation of detoxifying secondary compounds (Ortega-Reyes
and Provenza 1993; Akhtar and Isman 2003),
such that subjects become more likely to use
a habitat where a normally toxic plant is a
major food source. The increased use of this
habitat might not be observed if subjects are
exposed to the plant’s odor but not allowed
to ingest the plant.
In order for this mechanism to function,
the subject must also be able to obtain
feedback about how its phenotype performs. For example, the anemonefish Amphriprion ocellaris is innately attracted to the
odors of its anemone host, Heteractis magnifica, and natal experience with that host
causes only a slight increase in attraction to
those odors. However, when measuring
time spent in proximity to an actual host
anemone rather than just its odor, fish with
natal experience on that host spend much
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more time in proximity to it than fish without
prior experience with anemones (Arvedlund and Nielsen 1996). In addition to
increased attraction to odors, a potential
mechanism for this pattern is that natal
experience with a particular host improves the ability of fish to quickly acclimate to
the nematocysts of the anemone (Arvedlund
and Nielsen 1996; Arvedlund et al. 1999). The
effect sizes seen in the literature search were
affected by whether or not individuals were
able to interact with the offered habitats (zcontact
" 0.29, zwithout contact " 0.24; Q " 4.82, df " 1, p "
0.028). However, such a pattern would also
arise if contact were required for animals to
detect cues that they prefer as a consequence
of learning in the natal habitat.
learning natal cues
While the examples provided above indicate that natal experience can influence
habitat choice through nonlearning mechanisms, learning of natal cues clearly plays
an important role in the development of
preferences for the natal habitat as well.
Several learning mechanisms can occur in
the natal habitat, including imprinting, associative learning, and habituation (Hershberger and Smith 1967; Manning 1967;
Bernays and Weiss 1996). The ability to
detect the effect of learning is influenced
by whether or not the experiment provides
an opportunity for learning, and also if any
learned preferences are stored in memory
until choices are tested.
Associative learning will only be observed in experiments when an innately
attractive cue (the unconditioned stimulus) is present in association with the natal
habitat cue for which preference is being
tested (the conditioned stimulus). For example, the parasitoid wasp Trichogramma
nr brassicae, which lays its eggs in moth
eggs, demonstrates increased attraction to
tomato plants when it is allowed to emerge
from its host in the presence of these
plants. However, if the wasp is separated
from its host prior to emerging as an adult,
exposure to tomato plants no longer increases attraction to them. The wasp’s increased attraction to its natal host plant is
due to an association of host plant cues
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with an innately attractive host stimulus
(Bjorksten and Hoffmann 1998a). A similar pattern is seen in Kester and Barbosa’s
(1991) study on Cotesia congregata; attraction to cherry volatiles is larger when first
experienced in association with the host. If natal experience treatments are not designed to
be biologically realistic, subjects may not experience an unconditioned stimulus in the natal
habitat, thus reducing any effects on preference.
In order to affect choices made during
dispersal, preferences learned in the natal
habitat must be held in memory. In holometabolous insects, the nervous system is
reorganized during metamorphosis (Armstrong et al. 1998; Ray 1999; Tissot and
Stocker 2000), making it unlikely that behaviors learned during the larval stage are
retained in adulthood. Therefore, in insect
studies, a potentially important source of
variation in the reported strength of natal
experience on the preferences of dispersing adults is whether or not researchers
tested for the effect of larval or adult experience. Nine two-choice studies tested the effects of both larval and adult experience.
Among these, the effect of larval experience
alone was always smaller than when the subject
was provided experience at emergence (Binomial test, p " 0.002). Across all multiple-choice
experiments on holometabolous insects, the
stage at which experience was provided explained a significant proportion of heterogeneity (zadult " 0.28, zlarval " 0.19; Q " 9.51, df "
1, p $0.01).
The inclusion of experiments that only
allow subjects larval experience may depress the mean effect size of natal experience reported for insects. After excluding
studies that only allowed larval experience
and recalculating species mean effect sizes
accordingly, birds still showed stronger effects of natal experience than insects, but
this effect was no longer significant (birds:
z " 0.52, insects: z " 0.37; t " 1.125, df "
34, p " 0.26) (Figure 1). Similarly, the
difference in the mean effect sizes of butterflies and moths may be partially explained by the fact that most studies on
butterflies only provided subjects with larval experience prior to testing preference,
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whereas in most moth studies, adult experience was also provided (Table 1). However, it is important to note that the differences in methodology between the moth
and butterfly studies, as well as between
bird and insect studies in general, may reflect differences in the species’ natural histories. Specifically, while many of the moth
species studied are pests of stored grain or
agricultural fields and are, therefore, likely
to encounter their natal habitat upon emergence from their cocoons, many of the studied butterfly species move some distance
away from their natal habitat prior to undergoing metamorphosis.
Interestingly, in one-choice studies on
insects, the mean effect size of experience
on the response to a given habitat (zm) is
only slightly smaller when natal experience
is provided during the larval life stage
rather than the adult life stage (zm(larval) "
0.17; zm(adult) " 0.20; Q " 1.079, df " 1, p "
0.30). Indeed, in the three one-choice
studies that directly compared the effect of
both larval and adult experience, the main
effect on responsiveness to habitat cues
(zm) is larger when experience is larval
(Hérard et al. 1988; Sheehan and Shelton
1989; Gandolfi 2003). It may be that although larval experience typically has little effect on learned preferences for natal cues, it
influences disperser choices by affecting their
physiological condition; that is, individuals
reared as larvae in high-quality habitats can
better afford to be selective. The strength of
the interaction between natal habitat and habitat offered in one-choice tests (zi) is affected by
the stage at which experience was provided
(zi(adult)" 0.30; zi(larval) " 0.18; Q " 4.12, df " 1,
p " 0.045). This is a further indication that
while the interaction between natal habitat and
habitat offered (zi) provides a good measure of
the effect of natal experience on relative attraction to different habitats, the main effect of
natal experience on acceptance of a given habitat (zm) can be the consequence of increased
responsiveness to general habitat cues.
conclusions
At least three mechanisms allow natal experience to influence the habitat choices of
dispersers, and these mechanisms must be
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kept in mind when designing experiments. If
one is interested in estimating the overall
effect of natal experience on habitat or host
choices in the field, experiments should be
conducted with one-choice tests to detect
condition-dependent changes in selectivity
and should allow the animal to directly interact with the offered choice, in order to detect phenotype-dependent differences in the
ability to utilize natal and non-natal habitats.
On the other hand, if one is specifically interested in testing the degree to which learning in the natal habitat influences habitat
choice, two-choice tests on animals that are
unlikely to differ in nonbehavioral traits may
be more appropriate.
III. Adaptive Variation in Preference
for the Natal Habitat
One clear pattern emerging from the
data presented in Table 1 and Figure 2 is
that there is a great deal of interspecific
variation in the degree to which animals
prefer their natal habitat. Although some
of this variation is due to differences in
experimental methods, it might also reflect genetic differences that have evolved
as a consequence of differences in the costs
and benefits of an increased preference for
the natal habitat. In this final section of my
review, rather than focusing on selectivity,
I will instead focus my discussion on the
preference for the natal habitat type at dispersal. I will review two hypotheses for the
fitness benefits of an increased preference
for the natal habitat and discuss why these
benefits might be larger for some species
than others. I will also use available data to
test two basic predictions of the hypotheses: a) that the effect of natal experience
on preferences is adaptive, and b) that species differences in reported effect sizes reflect adaptive differences in their response
to natal experience.
plasticity improves the quality of
the natal habitat
Selection often shapes plastic traits, causing animals to become better adapted to
the habitat in which they develop (Gotthard and Nylin 1995), which, in turn, re-
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sults in habitat-specific phenotypic variation within populations. When this occurs,
individuals reared in a particular habitat
will exhibit higher fitness in that habitat
than individuals from other habitats, and
selection should, therefore, favor an increase in preference for the natal habitat.
Such a preference would be adaptive, as it
would reduce the costs associated with
sampling multiple habitats to determine
how well an individual’s phenotype “fits”
with a given habitat (Davis and Stamps
2004).
In this context, the strength of preference for the natal habitat should depend
on the fitness consequences of choosing
a non-natal habitat. For instance, if an
animal can undergo further phenotypic
changes if it settles in a non-natal habitat
type, selection to prefer the natal habitat
should be weak. Similarly, assuming that
such environmentally-induced traits cannot be passed on to offspring, selection will
favor individuals with an increased preference for the natal habitat only if they will
be living in that habitat. Thus, one might
predict that oviposition choices are less influenced by natal experience than by habitat choices in general. However, comparing experiments that tested egg-laying
decisions with experiments that tested other
choices (Table 1, available online at The
Quarterly Review of Biology homepage, www
.journals.uchicago.edu/QRB), there is no
evidence of such a difference (Q " 1.121,
df " 125, p " 0.29). One reason for this
lack of difference is that experience in the
natal habitat can specifically improve performance in traits important for oviposition (Morris and Fellowes 2002). Another
reason is that environmentally-induced performance in a given habitat can indeed be
passed to offspring via maternal effects (e.g.,
Akhtar and Isman 2003).
survival as an indicator of
habitat quality
The true “quality” of a given habitat is
not fixed; environmental variation in the
components that make up the habitat can,
in turn, cause variation in the habitat’s
quality. When this is the case, the fact that
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an individual has survived to dispersal age
can provide some indication of the current
quality of its natal habitat. For example,
imagine two fields containing several host
plants of a hypothetical herbivore. In field
1, predators are very common on host
plant A, such that only 10% of individual
herbivores survive to dispersal age on that
plant, but, in field 2, predators are nearly
absent on host plant A, such that 100%
survive to dispersal age. All else being
equal, an individual that survives to dispersal age on host plant A is ten times
more likely to be in field 2 than in field
1—i.e., in an environment in which host
plant A is a suitable, predator-free host.
Thus, if mean dispersal distance in this
herbivore is short enough to enable it to
remain in its natal field, selection will favor
genotypes that increase acceptance of host
plant A (the natal habitat from which the
herbivore emerged).
Similar information can be gained from
the natal habitat when there is genetic variation in how well-suited individuals are to
different habitats. For example, in brood
parasitic birds, such as cuckoos, the appearance of eggs and/or nestlings varies
among subpopulations (gentes) but must
closely mimic the appearance of those of
the host species, or else the host species
will reject the parasite and/or abandon the
nest (Antonov et al. 2006). If the brood
parasite reaches fledgling age, its genotype
must be good at mimicking its natal host
species (Teuschl et al. 1998; Honza et al.
2001). Although the role of natal experience in shaping host preference in cuckoos is not clear (Brooke and Davies 1991;
Teuschl et al. 1998; Vogl et al. 2002), this
may help explain why natal experience
plays such a strong role in host choice in
other brood parasites, such as indigobirds
(Sorenson et al. 2003).
Selection favoring a preference for the
natal habitat should be greatest when there
are large mortality differences between environments or among genotypes. Returning to the example of host plant A and the
hypothetical herbivore, imagine that, in
field 1, host plant A contains a resistance
gene that reduces fecundity in herbivores,
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while, in field 2, host plant A is a nonresistant wild type. While all individuals might
survive to adulthood in both fields, there
are clear differences in herbivore fitness.
In this situation, mere survival to adulthood provides no indication as to whether
host plant A is high-quality in the immediate environment, therefore selection for
increased preference for the natal habitat
should be weak. The strength of selection
also depends on the degree to which the
environment changes across space and
time, as well as on species characteristics
such as the distance traveled after dispersal
during the search for habitat. If our hypothetical herbivore has a dispersal distance
that routinely takes it between fields, a
preference for the natal habitat would not
be adaptive.
testing predictions
Based on these adaptive hypotheses for
why natal experience might affect habitat
preferences, two testable predictions can
be made with the data in Table 1. First,
both adaptive hypotheses predict an increased preference for the natal habitat.
The data compiled in this literature search
indicate that the effect of experience on
preference for the natal habitat is almost
universally positive. The observed effects of
natal experience are only negative in 20 of
the 130 experiments presented in Table 1
(also see Figure 2), and the negative effect
of natal experience is not statistically significant in any of those studies (Table 1). It
is unlikely that this trend is simply due to
constraint, as the opposite pattern (negative preference induction) has been observed in other ecological contexts. For
example, generalist foragers, such as grasshoppers and hermit crabs, tend to avoid
recently encountered foods (Bernays and
Bright 1993; Thacker 1996), perhaps in
order to get a balanced diet. Second, both
hypotheses assert that if there is little variation across space and time in the relative
quality of each habitat, natal experience
will have little effect on habitat preference.
When individuals in a population are physiologically or morphologically specialized
to use a particular habitat, the relative
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quality of that habitat is always best. The
habitat preferences of extreme specialists
should, therefore, be less influenced by
natal experience than those of generalists
(Rozin 1976).
The idea that generalists should be more
strongly influenced by natal experience
than specialists has been explicitly tested
with birds and salamanders (Mushinsky 1976;
Slagsvold and Wiebe 2007). Mushinky (1976)
demonstrated that while the green salamander Aneidus aeneus (a species morphologically specialized for life in the crevices
of rock outcroppings) has a consistently
strong preference for substrate that resembles its natural habitat, the substrate preferences of the habitat generalist dusky salamander Desmognathus ochrophaeus depend on
the substrate on which it is reared as a juvenile (Table 1). Similarly, the habitat preferences of the morphologically specialized
blue tit (Cyanistes caeruleus) are not influenced by cross-fostering with great tits (Parus
major), while the more generalist great tits
demonstrate a shift in habitat preference
when cross-fostered with blue tits (Slagsvold
and Wiebe 2007) (Table 1).
The only additional set of studies that is suitable for comparison is on Papilio butterflies.
Bossart and Scriber (1999) point out that P.
glaucus is the most generalist Papilio species,
breeding on tree species from several taxonomic families, and it is also the only species in
which preference has been shown to be affected by larval experience (Bossart and
Scriber 1999). However, studies on P. machaon
(Wiklund 1974) and P. polyxenes (Heinz and
Feeny 2005), two specialists reared on members of the parsley family (Apiaceae), demonstrated no effects of natal experience. More
research is necessary on the relative sensitivity
of specialist vs. generalist species to experience,
but this preliminary analysis suggests that such
comparisons may be promising.
IV. Conclusions
In this paper, I have demonstrated that
when natal experience influences habitat
choice, it almost always increases an individual’s likelihood of choosing the natal
habitat type. Although the effect of natal
experience is generally small, it appears
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responsible, in a few cases, for much of the
variation observed in habitat choice. More
importantly, this study demonstrates that
some of the variation observed in empirical
studies is due to methodology used by researchers and, potentially, to differences in
the ecology of the species tested.
Recent interest in the effect of natal experience on habitat preference has been
largely driven by the possibility that such a
mechanism can facilitate sympatric speciation (Maynard Smith 1966; Beltman et al.
2004; Beltman and Haccou 2005). However, the data provided in this review indicate that, in most species, the effect of
natal experience on habitat preference is
not strong enough, in fact, to play a large
role in sympatric speciation. On the other
hand, it is clear that the habitat preferences of some species are largely dependent on natal experience. If a strong preference for the natal habitat can indeed
facilitate sympatric speciation, then the
predisposition to such evolutionary processes is heterogeneous among species.
The data presented here indicate that, all
else being equal, a preference for the natal
habitat is more likely to have evolutionary
implications for birds and for generalist
species than for insects or specialists.
The variation in the effects of natal experience observed in this study holds several applied implications. For example, the
choice of biological control agents may depend on the extent to which natal experience influences host use. Although species
that are not influenced by natal experience
may be less likely to switch to nontarget
hosts, species that are sensitive to such
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experience may be able to be trained to
respond to target hosts that they do not
historically use. Similarly, reintroduction
strategies in conservation should be influenced by whether or not the species’ habitat choices are influenced by natal experience (Stamps and Swaisgood 2007). If the
species is influenced by natal experience,
prerelease housing must be carefully designed to resemble the postrelease habitat.
On the other hand, it may be possible to
rear animals that are insensitive to early
experience more efficiently, without the
extra cost of preparing housing or food
that is similar to what the animals will encounter upon release (e.g., Steele et al.
1989).
I hope that the data provided in this
paper and the accompanying online tables
will serve as a resource for future research
into this topic by indicating which groups
of animals are currently understudied, and
also by providing expected effect sizes that
can be used in statistical power estimation
for efficiently designed studies. Furthermore, I hope that the adaptive hypotheses
laid out in the final section can be used as
a framework for hypothesis testing and for
exploring adaptive reasons for inter- and
intra-species variation in the effect of natal
experience on habitat choice.
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